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Partnership Program Grants Importers Reduced Scrutiny with Limited Assurance of Improved Security
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This report is a publicly available version of our report on the Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terrorism (C-TPAT). The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) designated our original report as Limited Official Use because of the sensitive and specific nature of the information it contained.

U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP), the DHS bureau responsible for protecting the nation’s borders at and between the official ports of entry, has the dual goals of preventing terrorists and terrorist weapons from entering the United States and also facilitating the flow of legitimate trade and travel. Approximately 90 percent of the world’s cargo moves by container. Addressing the threat posed by the movement of containerized cargo across U.S. borders has traditionally posed many challenges for CBP, in particular balancing the bureau’s border protection functions and trade enforcement mission with its goal of facilitating the flow of cargo and persons into the United States. CBP has said that the large volume of imports and its limited resources make it impossible to physically inspect all oceangoing containers without disrupting the flow of commerce, and it is unrealistic to expect that all containers warrant such inspection.
To address its responsibility to improve cargo security while facilitating commerce, CBP employs multiple strategies. Among these strategies, CBP has in place an initiative known as C-TPAT, which aims to secure the flow of goods bound for the United States by developing a strong, voluntary antiterrorism partnership with the trade community. C-TPAT members commit to improving the security of their supply chain (flow of goods from manufacturer to retailer) and develop written security profiles that outline the security measures in place for the company’s supply chain. In exchange for this commitment, CBP offers C-TPAT members benefits for participating that may reduce the level of scrutiny given to their shipments, potentially resulting in a reduced number of inspections of their cargo at U.S. borders.

The program is promising, but previous work has raised concerns about its management and its ability to achieve its ultimate goal of improved cargo security. Specifically, in our July 2003 report on this program, we recommended that the Secretary of Homeland Security work with the CBP Commissioner to develop (1) a strategic plan that clearly lays out the program’s goals, objectives, and detailed implementation strategies; (2) performance measures that include outcome-oriented indicators; and (3) a human capital plan that clearly describes how C-TPAT will recruit, train, and retain new staff to meet the program’s growing demands as it implements new program elements.¹

Given our past concerns about the program’s effectiveness and in light of the program’s rapid expansion, we examined selected aspects of the program’s operation and management. This report addresses the following issues:

1. What benefits does CBP provide to C-TPAT members?

2. Before providing benefits, what approach does CBP take to determine C-TPAT members’ eligibility for them?

3. After providing benefits, how does CBP verify that members have implemented their security measures?

4. To what extent has CBP developed strategies and related management tools for achieving the program’s goals?

To address all four objectives, we discussed program operations with CBP officials in Washington, D.C., with program responsibilities for C-TPAT and reviewed available data and documentation for the program. To ascertain the manner in which CBP validates security procedures for participating companies, we asked CBP to provide us with examples of participant files, including files of participants with responsibilities along various parts of the supply chain. While the files we reviewed were not a representative sample of files, we noted that in many cases these files were incomplete. We also reviewed CBP’s database for tracking participant status in the program. Initial reliability testing of this database and interviews of staff with responsibility for the program led us to conclude that data used to track participant status had some serious reliability weaknesses. However, we found the data sufficiently reliable for limited use in describing the program’s status. While we were able to review CBP’s processes, because of the poor condition of member files we were unable to verify the extent that the bureau followed the processes in individual cases for individual members. We also examined the status of the agency’s efforts to implement our prior recommendations for the program.

We conducted our work from February through December 2004 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. More details about the scope and methodology of our work are presented in appendix I.

Results in Brief

In return for committing to making improvements to the security of their shipments by joining the program, C-TPAT members receive a range of benefits that reduce the level of scrutiny CBP provides to their shipments bound for the United States. These benefits may change the risk characterization of their shipments, thereby reducing the probability of extensive documentary and physical inspection. Other benefits include access to FAST lanes on the Canadian and Mexican borders, expedited cargo processing at FAST lanes, and an emphasis on self-policing and self-monitoring of security activities. In addition, CBP grants benefits to C-TPAT members that do not directly affect the level of scrutiny given to their shipments. These additional benefits include a single point of contact within CBP to serve as a liaison with the member on issues related to the shipment process.

The Free and Secure Trade (FAST) program is a CBP program that allows Canadian and Mexican companies expedited processing of their commercial shipments at the border.
program, access to the identities of other companies that have become C-TPAT members, and eligibility to attend CBP-sponsored antiterrorism training seminars.

Before providing benefits, CBP uses a two-pronged approach to assess C-TPAT members. First, CBP has a certification process to review the self-reported information contained in applicants’ membership agreements and security profiles. Second, CBP has in place a vetting process to try to assess the compliance with customs laws and regulations and violation history of and intelligence data on importers before granting them benefits. At the program’s inception, CBP began granting benefits to C-TPAT applicants immediately upon receipt of their agreement to voluntarily participate in the program without any review of the security profiles submitted by potential member companies. In February 2004, CBP changed its policy to grant benefits to C-TPAT members only after CBP’s review and certification of their security profiles and successful completion of the vetting process. CBP believes that this two-pronged approach provides adequate assurance before granting benefits. However, this approach grants benefits to members before they undergo the validation process.

After providing benefits, CBP has a validation process to verify that C-TPAT members’ security measures have been implemented and that program benefits should continue. However, we found several weaknesses in the validation process that compromise CBP’s ability to provide an actual verification that supply chain security measures in C-TPAT members’ security profiles are accurate and are being followed. First, the validation process is not rigorous enough to achieve its stated purpose, which is to ensure that the security procedures outlined in members’ security profiles are reliable, accurate, and effective. For example, CBP officials told us that validations are not considered independent audits, and the objectives, scope, and methodology of validations are jointly agreed upon with the member company. CBP officials, as well as our review of case files, indicated that the validations only examine a few of the security measures outlined in members’ security profiles. Related to this, CBP has no written guidelines for its supply chain specialists to indicate what scope of effort is adequate for the validation to ensure that the member’s measures are reliable, accurate, and effective. In addition, CBP has not determined the extent to which validations are needed. While the original stated goal of the program was to validate all members within 3 years, CBP decided that it could not do so because of the rapid growth in membership. In 3 years of C-TPAT operation, CBP has validated about 10 percent of its certified members. While CBP has given up on its original
goal to validate all members, it has not come up with an alternative goal for the number or percentage of members that should be validated. For validations that CBP does conduct, it prioritizes members for validation based on a variety of factors such as strategic threat, import volume, and past compliance violations.

While CBP has recently completed a strategic plan, we found weaknesses in some of the tools it uses to manage the program that could hinder the bureau in achieving the program’s dual goals of securing the flow of goods bound for the United States and facilitating the flow of trade. CBP’s new strategic plan appears to provide the bureau with a general framework on which to base key decisions, including key strategic planning elements such as strategic goals, objectives, and strategies. However, CBP still lacks a human capital plan, a fact that has impaired its ability to manage its resources. CBP officials told us they are in the process of developing an implementation plan that will address human capital planning elements such as analyzing (1) current workload, (2) the projected annual growth rate of the program, (3) the time it takes to complete the average validation, and (4) the number of validations supply chain specialists can complete annually. Furthermore, CBP still has not developed a comprehensive set of performance measures and indicators, including outcome-based measures, to monitor the status of program goals. CBP officials told us they have developed some initial measures to capture the program’s impact. Finally, the C-TPAT program lacks an effective records management system. CBP’s record keeping for the program is incomplete, as key decisions are not always documented and programmatic information is not updated regularly or accurately. For example, member files we reviewed contained no documentation of communications between CBP and members regarding how the scope of a validation was determined, and their database tracking member status contained errors.

We are making recommendations to the Secretary of the Department of Homeland Security to direct the U. S. Commissioner of Customs and Border Protection to improve the program’s ability to meet its goals by providing appropriate guidance to specialists conducting validations, determining the extent to which members should be validated in lieu of the original goal to validate all members within 3 years of certification, and implementing performance measures, a human capital plan, and a records management system for the program. We provided a draft of this report to the Secretary of DHS for comment. In its response, from the Commissioner of U.S. Customs and Border Protection, CBP generally agreed with our recommendations and cited corrective actions they either have taken or planned to take.
Notwithstanding its general agreement with our recommendations, CBP noted that C-TPAT is a voluntary partnership to improve the security of the United States and not a program to confirm importer compliance with a regulatory requirement. As such, CBP said our report places too much emphasis on the validation process without adequately reflecting other aspects of the program. As a whole, CBP said that as part of its multilayered approach, C-TPAT identifies companies that take security seriously, appropriately lowers the risk level of their cargo, and thus focuses CBP resources on other companies’ high-risk cargo, all consistent with a risk management approach. We believe that having a multilayered approach to cargo inspection can be effective, provided that each layer is adequately utilized. Given that C-TPAT members enjoy benefits that could greatly reduce the likelihood of an inspection of their cargo, not having full assurance of a reliable, accurate, and effective validation process potentially weakens the overall effectiveness of the other control mechanisms in meeting CBP’s fundamental responsibility to ensure security of all cargo entering the United States. We fully address CBP’s comments in the body of the report.

CBP maintains two overarching goals: (1) increasing security and (2) facilitating legitimate trade and travel. Disruptions to the supply chain could have immediate and significant economic impacts.³ For example, in terms of containers, CBP data indicates that in 2003 about 90 percent of the world’s cargo moved by container.⁴ In the United States, almost half of all incoming trade (by value) arrived by containers on board ships. Almost 7 million cargo containers arrive and are offloaded at U.S. seaports each year. Additionally, containers arrive via truck and rail. Therefore, it is vital for CBP to try to strike a balance between its antiterrorism efforts and facilitating the flow of legitimate international trade and travel.

The terrorist events of September 11, 2001, raised concerns about company supply chains, particularly oceangoing cargo containers, potentially being used to move weapons of mass destruction to the United States. An extensive body of work on this subject by the Federal Bureau of

³A supply chain consists of all stages involved in fulfilling a customer request, including the manufacturer, suppliers, transporters, warehouses, and retailers.

⁴A container is a van, open-top trailer, or other similar trailer body on or into which cargo is loaded and transported.
Investigation and academic, think tank, and business organizations concluded that while the likelihood of such use of containers is considered low, the movement of oceangoing containerized cargo is vulnerable to some form of terrorist action. Such action, including attempts to smuggle either fully assembled weapons of mass destruction or their individual components, could lead to widespread death and damage.

The supply chain is particularly vulnerable to potential terrorists because of the number of individual companies handling and moving cargo through it. To move a container from production facilities overseas to distribution points in the United States, an importer has multiple options regarding the logistical process, such as routes and the selection of freight carriers. For example, some importers might own and operate key aspects of the overseas supply chain process, such as warehousing and trucking operations. Alternatively, importers might contract with logistical service providers, including freight consolidators and nonvessel-operating common carriers. In addition, importers must choose among various modes of transportation to use, such as rail, truck, or barge, to move containers from the manufacturer’s warehouse to the port of lading. As shown in table 1, there are many players in the trade community, each with a role in the supply chain.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trade community member</th>
<th>Role in the supply chain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Air/rail/sea carriers</strong></td>
<td>Carriers transport cargo via air, rail, or sea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Border highway carriers</strong></td>
<td>Highway carriers transport cargo for scheduled and unscheduled operations via road across the Canadian and Mexican borders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Importers</strong></td>
<td>Importers, in the course of trade, bring articles of trade from a foreign source into a domestic market.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Licensed customs brokers</strong></td>
<td>Brokers clear goods through customs. The responsibilities of a broker include preparing the entry form and filing it, advising the importer on duties to be paid, and arranging for delivery to the importer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Freight consolidators/ocean transportation intermediaries and nonvessel-operating common carriers</strong></td>
<td>A freight consolidator is a firm that accepts partial container shipments from individual shippers and combines the shipments into a single container for delivery to the carrier. A transportation intermediary facilitates transactions by bringing buyers and sellers together. A nonvessel-operating common carrier is a company that buys shipping space, through a special arrangement with an ocean carrier, and resells the space to individual shippers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Port authorities/terminal operators</strong></td>
<td>A port authority is an entity of state or local government that owns, operates, or otherwise provides wharf, dock, and other marine terminal investments at ports. Terminal operator responsibilities include the overseeing and unloading of cargo from ship to dock, checking the actual cargo against the ship’s manifest (list of goods), checking documents authorizing a truck to pick up cargo, overseeing the loading and unloading of railroad cars, and so forth.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO.

According to research initiated by the U.S. Department of Transportation’s Volpe National Transportation Systems Center, importers who own and operate the entire supply chain route from start to finish suffer fewer security breaches than others because they have greater control over their supply chains. However, relatively few importers own and operate all key aspects of the cargo container transportation process, relying instead on second parties to move containerized cargo and prepare various transportation documents.

---

CBP has implemented a layered enforcement strategy to prevent terrorists and weapons of mass destruction from entering the United States through the supply chain. A key element of this strategy is CBP’s targeting and inspection of cargo that arrives at U.S. ports. For all arriving cargo containers, CBP uses a targeting strategy that employs its computerized targeting model, the Automated Targeting System (ATS). CBP uses ATS to review container documentation and help select, or target, shipments for additional documentary review or physical inspection. ATS is operated by CBP’s National Targeting Center and is characterized by CBP as an expert system that uses hundreds of targeting rules to check available data for every arriving container, assigning a risk characterization to each container. The risk characterization helps to determine the type and level of scrutiny a container will receive. For example, CBP could review the container’s bill of lading, examine the container with nonintrusive inspection equipment (that is, X-ray), or physically open the container. The extent of review varies, since according to CBP, the large volume of imports and CBP’s limited resources make it impossible to physically inspect all containers without disrupting the flow of commerce.

Initiated in November 2001, C-TPAT is another element of CBP’s layered enforcement strategy. C-TPAT is a voluntary program designed to improve the security of the international supply chain while maintaining an efficient flow of goods. Under C-TPAT, CBP officials work in partnership with private companies to review their supply chain security plans to improve members’ overall security. In return for committing to making improvements to the security of their shipments by joining the program, C-TPAT members may receive benefits that result in reduced scrutiny of their shipments (e.g., reduced number of inspections or shorter border wait times for their shipments). C-TPAT membership is open to U.S.-based companies in the trade community, including (1) air/rail/sea carriers, (2) border highway carriers, (3) importers, (4) licensed customs brokers, (5) air freight consolidators and ocean transportation intermediaries and nonvessel-operating common carriers, and (6) port authorities or terminal operators. According to CBP officials, program membership has grown

6The layered enforcement strategy encompasses CBP programs including C-TPAT (addressed in this report), as well as the Container Security Initiative (CSI). CSI is an initiative whereby CBP places staff at designated foreign seaports to work with foreign counterparts to identify and inspect high-risk containers for weapons of mass destruction before they are shipped to the United States. We are currently reviewing the CSI program and a report is forthcoming.

7In addition, there are hundreds of foreign-based air, rail, sea, and truck carriers certified in C-TPAT.
rapidly, and continued growth is expected, especially as member importers are requiring their suppliers to become C-TPAT members. For example, as of January 2003 approximately 1,700 companies had become C-TPAT members. By May 2003, the number had nearly doubled to 3,355. According to CBP officials, as of November 2004, the C-TPAT program had 7,312 members. For fiscal year 2004, the C-TPAT budget was about $18 million, with a requested budget for fiscal year 2005 of about $38 million for program expansion efforts. As of August 2004, CBP had hired 40 supply chain specialists, who are dedicated to serve as the principal advisers and primary points of contact for C-TPAT members. The specialists are located in Washington, D.C., Miami, Florida, Los Angeles, California, and New York, New York.

CBP has a multistep review process for the C-TPAT program. As figure 1 shows, applicants first submit signed C-TPAT agreements affirming their desire to participate in the voluntary program. Applicants must also submit security profiles—executive summaries of their company’s existing supply chain security procedures—that follow guidelines jointly developed by CBP and the trade community. These security profiles are to summarize the applicant’s current security procedures in areas such as physical security, personnel security, and education and training awareness. CBP established a certification process in which it reviews the applications and profiles by comparing their contents with the security guidelines jointly developed by CBP and the industry, looking for any weaknesses or gaps in the descriptions of security procedures. Once any issues are resolved to CBP’s satisfaction, CBP signs the agreement and the company is considered to be a certified C-TPAT member, eligible for program benefits. Members that are not importers begin receiving benefits at this point, but members that are importers must undergo another layer of review, as described below. CBP encourages members to conduct self-assessments of their security profiles each year to determine any significant changes and to notify CBP. For example, members may be using new suppliers or new trucking companies and would need to update their security profiles to reflect these changes.

8For fiscal year 2004, CBP had authorization for 157 positions for supply chain specialists and support staff, but as of August 2004 had hired only 40 specialists. CBP officials noted that the bureau recognizes the need for additional permanent positions, and CBP plans to hire, train, and have in place an additional 30 to 50 supply chain specialists by the end of calendar year 2004.

9CBP established security guidelines to assist companies in completing their security profiles. Each set of security guidelines is tailored according to member type.
For certified importers, CBP has an additional layer of review called the vetting process in which CBP reviews information about an importer’s compliance with customs laws and regulations and violation history. CBP requires the vetting process for certified importers as a condition of granting them key program benefits. As part of the vetting process, CBP obtains trade compliance and intelligence information on certified importers from several data sources. If CBP gives the importer a favorable review, benefits are to begin within a few weeks. If not, benefits are not to be granted until successful completion of the validation process (see below).
The final step in the review process is validation. CBP’s stated purpose for validations is to ensure that the security measures outlined in certified members’ security profiles and periodic self-assessments are reliable, accurate, and effective. In the validation process, CBP staff meet with company representatives to verify the supply chain security measures contained in the company’s security profile. The validation process is designed to include visits to the company’s domestic and, potentially, foreign sites. The member and CBP jointly determine which elements of the member’s supply chain measures will be validated, as well as which locations will be visited. Upon completion of the validation process, CBP prepares a final validation report it presents to the company that identifies any areas that need improvement and suggested corrective actions, as well as a determination if program benefits are still warranted for the member.

We have conducted previous reviews of the C-TPAT program and CBP’s targeting and inspection strategy. In July 2003, we reported that CBP’s management of C-TPAT had not evolved from a short-term focus to a long-term strategic approach. We recommended that the Secretary of Homeland Security work with the CBP Commissioner to develop (1) a strategic plan that clearly lays out the program’s goals, objectives, and detailed implementation strategies; (2) performance measures that include outcome-oriented indicators; and (3) a human capital plan that clearly describes how C-TPAT will recruit, train, and retain new staff to meet the program’s growing demands as it implements new program elements. In March 2004, we testified that CBP’s targeting system does not incorporate all key elements of a risk management framework and recognized modeling practices in assessing the risks posed by oceangoing cargo containers.

CBP officials cite numerous benefits to C-TPAT members. As table 2 shows, these benefits may reduce the scrutiny of members’ shipments. These benefits are emphasized to the trade community through direct marketing in presentations and via CBP’s Web site. Although these benefits potentially reduce the likelihood of inspection of members’

---

**C-TPAT Benefits**

**Reduce Scrutiny of Shipments**

---


shipments, CBP officials noted that all shipments entering the United States are subject to random inspections by CBP officials or inspections by other agencies.

### Table 2: Benefits for C-TPAT Members

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefit</th>
<th>Reduces amount of scrutiny provided for members?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A reduced number of inspections and reduced border wait times</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced selection rate for trade-related compliance examinations</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-policing and self-monitoring of security activities</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to the expedited cargo processing at designated FAST lanes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eligible for the Importer Self-Assessment Program and has priority access to participate in other selected customs programs (for certified importers only)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A C-TPAT supply chain specialist to serve as the CBP liaison for validations</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to the C-TPAT members list</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eligible to attend CBP-sponsored antiterrorism training seminars</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CBP’s C-TPAT Strategic Plan, January 2005.

CBP has in place a two-pronged process to review members’ qualifications for program benefits. First, CBP has a certification process to review the applications and security profiles submitted by applicants for any weaknesses or gaps in security procedures. CBP officials told us that during the certification process, it compares the members’ security profiles against the C-TPAT security guidelines. Under the process, if there are any missing or unclear items, CBP is supposed to contact the member for clarification of those items. If the issues are resolved, CBP considers the member to be certified. However, if CBP determines that the security profiles contain weaknesses, CBP is not supposed to certify the member. According to CBP, approximately 20 percent of applications are not immediately certified because of initial shortcomings with the security profiles. However, CBP has stated that a company will not be rejected from participating in C-TPAT if there are problems with its security profile. Instead, CBP says it will work with companies to try to resolve and overcome any deficiencies with the profile itself.
Second, CBP has in place a vetting process to assess the compliance and violation history of importers before granting them benefits. If, in conducting the vetting process, CBP finds no prior negative compliance, violation, or intelligence information, it grants certified importers program benefits. According to CBP, to date most certified members who have been vetted have proven to have favorable or neutral importing histories. CBP officials told us that not many members have been denied benefits.

At the program’s inception in November 2001, CBP began granting benefits to applicants upon receipt of their application for C-TPAT membership without any review of the applicants’ paperwork. In February 2004, CBP changed its policy to retroactively delay granting the benefits until after CBP reviewed and certified applicants’ security profiles and completed the vetting process. By providing incentives to members to implement certain security measures and performing various levels of checks on these measures, the C-TPAT program aims to encourage the reduction of vulnerability throughout the supply chain. CBP established a certification process in which it reviews the applications and profiles by comparing their contents with the security guidelines jointly developed by CBP and the industry, looking for any weaknesses or gaps in the descriptions of security procedures. The vetting process, which is required for importers eligible to receive benefits, augments the certification process by providing information about past compliance and violations, which CBP officials told us may suggest whether members’ security practices have historically been effective at reducing vulnerability to exploitation. In addition, the vetting process may disclose threat concerns by pulling in information contained in intelligence databases. Ultimately, however, neither the certification nor vetting process provides an actual verification that the supply chain security measures contained in the C-TPAT member’s security profile are accurate and are being followed before CBP grants the member benefits. A direct examination of selected members’ security procedures is conducted later as part of CBP’s validation process, as discussed below.

Weaknesses in Process for Verifying Security Procedures

After providing benefits, CBP has a validation process to verify C-TPAT members’ security measures have been implemented and that program benefits should continue. However, we found weaknesses in the validation process in that CBP has not taken a rigorous approach to conducting validations and has not determined the extent to which validations are needed. These weaknesses limit the bureau’s ability to ensure that the program supports the prevention of terrorists and terrorist weapons from entering the United States.
Validation Process Lacks Rigor to Achieve Stated Purpose

CBP's validation process is not rigorous enough to achieve its stated purpose, which is to ensure that the security procedures outlined in members' security profiles are reliable, accurate, and effective. While C-TPAT's stated purpose for validations is to ensure that the member's security measures are reliable, accurate, and effective, CBP officials told us that validations are not considered independent audits and the objectives, scope, and methodology of validations are jointly agreed upon with the member representatives. CBP has indicated that it does not intend for the validation process to be an exhaustive review of every security measure at each originating location; rather it selects specific facets of the members' security profiles to review for their reliability, accuracy, and effectiveness. For example, the guidance to ocean carriers for preparing a security profile directs the carriers to address, at a minimum, three broad areas (security program, personnel security, and service provider requirements), which contain several more specific security measures, such as facilities security and pre-employment screening. According to CBP officials, as well as our review of selected case files, validations only examine a few facets of members' security profiles. CBP supply chain specialists, who are responsible for conducting most of the validations, are supposed to individually determine which segments of a company's supply chain security will be suggested to the member for validation. To assist in this decision, supply chain specialists are supposed to compare a company’s security profile, as well as any self-assessments or other company materials or information retrievable in national databases, against the C-TPAT security guidelines to determine which elements of the profile will be validated. Once the supply chain specialist determines the level and focus of the validation, the specialist is supposed to contact the member company with a potential agenda for the validation. The two parties then jointly reach agreement on which security elements will be reviewed and which locations will be visited.

CBP has no written guidelines for its supply chain specialist to indicate what scope of effort is adequate for the validation to ensure that the member’s security measures are reliable, accurate, and effective, in part because it seeks to emphasize the partnership nature of the program. Importantly, CBP has no baseline standard for what minimally constitutes a validation. CBP discourages supply chain specialists from developing a set checklist of items to address during the validation, as CBP does not want to give the appearance of conducting an audit. In addition, as discussed later in the management section of this report, the validation reports we reviewed did not consistently document how the elements of members' security profiles were selected for validation.
CBP Has Not Determined the Extent to Which Validations Are Needed

CBP has not determined the extent to which it must conduct validations of members’ security profiles to ensure that the operation of C-TPAT is consistent with its overall approach to managing risk. In 3 years of C-TPAT operation, CBP has validated about 10 percent of its certified members. CBP’s original goal was to validate all certified members within 3 years of certification. However, CBP officials told us that because of rapid growth in program membership, it would not be possible to meet this goal. In February 2004, CBP indicated that approximately 5,700 companies had submitted signed agreements to participate in the program. As shown in figure 2, by November 2004, the number of members had grown to over 7,000, about 4,200 of which had been certified and thus eligible for validation. According to CBP, as of November 2004, CBP staff had completed validations of 409 companies, including 147 importers.

![Figure 2: Status of Validating C-TPAT Members, as of November 2, 2004](source: GAO analysis of CBP data.)

CBP has made efforts to hire additional supply chain specialists to handle validations for the growing membership. As of August 2004, CBP had hired a total of 40 supply chain specialists to conduct validations, with 24 field office managers also available to conduct validations. CBP officials told us the bureau is currently conducting as many validations as its resources allow. However, CBP has not determined the number of supply chain specialists it needs or the extent to which validations are needed to provide reasonable assurance that it is employing a good risk management approach for the program.
## CBP Considers Variety of Factors to Prioritize Validations

As noted above, CBP officials told us it would not be possible to meet the goal of validating every member within 3 years of certification. Instead, CBP is using what it calls a risk-based approach, which considers a variety of factors to prioritize which members should be validated as resources allow. CBP has an internal selection process it is supposed to apply to all certified members. Under this process CBP officials are supposed to prioritize members for validation based on established criteria but may also consider other factors.

CBP officials noted that other factors could affect the prioritization of members for validation. For example, recent seizures involving C-TPAT members can affect validation priorities. If a member is involved in a seizure, CBP officials noted that the member is supposed to lose program benefits and be given top priority for a validation. In addition, CBP officials told us that an importer that failed CBP’s vetting process would also be given top priority for a validation. CBP officials have taken this approach because any importer that fails the vetting process is not supposed to receive program benefits until after successful completion of the validation process.

In August 2004, CBP began using a risk assessment tool developed for CBP’s regulatory audits to assist in its prioritization of importers for validation. This tool ranks importers by risk according to factors such as value of imports, import volume, and method of transportation used by the importer for its goods. CBP tailored the tool to consider only those factors it deemed relevant to C-TPAT. Applying the tool with this revised set of factors, CBP officials told us they produced a list that ranked each certified importer according to its risk. However, these ranked importers are then re-evaluated, along with members from other trade sectors, using CBP’s internal selection process criteria. CBP officials told us that the human element provided by their internal selection process was important in prioritizing members for validation.

---

12 CBP officials told us they are currently working to adapt the risk assessment tool so that it can be applied to C-TPAT members from additional trade sectors, such as brokers and carriers.
CBP continues to expand the C-TPAT program without addressing management weaknesses that could hinder the bureau from achieving the program’s dual goals of securing the flow of goods bound for the United States and facilitating the flow of trade. In our July 2003 report, we recommended that the Secretary of Homeland Security work with the CBP Commissioner to develop (1) a strategic plan that clearly lays out the program’s goals, objectives, and detailed implementation strategies; (2) a human capital plan that clearly describes how C-TPAT will recruit, train, and retain new staff to meet the program’s growing demands as it implements new program elements; and (3) performance measures that include outcome-oriented indicators. While CBP agreed with our July 2003 recommendations, to date only one of them—the development of a strategic plan—has been implemented. According to CBP, the bureau is continuing to work on the July 2003 recommendations, which are in different stages of review.

While a draft of this report was with DHS for comment, CBP issued a final strategic plan for C-TPAT on January 13, 2005. Our brief review of this plan indicates that it appears to clearly articulate the goals of the program, their relationship to broader CBP goals, and strategies for achieving them. For example, according to the plan there are five goals for the C-TPAT program:

1. ensure that C-TPAT partners improve the security of their supply chains pursuant to C-TPAT security criteria,
2. provide incentives and benefits to include expedited processing of C-TPAT shipments to C-TPAT partners,
3. internationalize the core principles of C-TPAT through cooperation and coordination with the international community,
4. support other CBP security and facilitation initiatives, and
5. improve administration of the C-TPAT program.

While we have not fully reviewed the strategic plan, it is a step in the right direction, and we encourage CBP to ensure that future plans include all of the key elements of a strategic plan as described in the Government Performance and Results Act of 1993. Specifically, the formal strategic plan should include a description of performance goals and how they are related to the general goals and objectives of the program, as well as a
description of program evaluations, which are useful for identifying key factors likely to affect program performance.

CBP Has Not Completed a Human Capital Plan

As a companion to developing a strategic plan for C-TPAT, CBP is developing an implementation plan to address the lower-level strategies for carrying out the program’s goals. CBP told us it is still developing the implementation plan for the program but that it will include those elements required in a human capital plan. For example, CBP said it has developed new positions, training programs and materials, and a staffing plan. Further, CBP said the C-TPAT program will continue to refine all aspects of its human capital plan to include headquarters personnel, additional training requirements, budget, and future personnel profiles.

CBP Has Not Completed Development of Performance Measures

CBP has told us that it continues developing a comprehensive set of performance measures and indicators for C-TPAT. In support of the department’s Future Years Homeland Security Program, CBP officials told us has identified 21 budget subactivities (programs, including C-TPAT) and has been tasked to develop two performance measures for each: (1) a main measure that would reflect program outcomes and (2) an efficiency measure that would reflect time or cost savings achieved through the program. CBP’s Director, Strategic Planning and Audit Division, Office of Policy and Planning, noted that developing these measures for C-TPAT, as well as other programs in the bureau, has been difficult. The director noted that CBP lacks data necessary to exhibit whether a program has prevented or deterred terrorist activity. For example, as noted in the C-TPAT strategic plan, it is difficult to measure program effectiveness in terms of deterrence because generally the direct impact on unlawful activity is unknown. The plan also notes that while traditional workload measures are a valuable indicator, they do not necessarily reflect the success or failure of the bureau’s efforts. CBP is working to collect more substantive information—related to C-TPAT activities (i.e., current workflow process)—to develop its performance measures. In commenting on a draft of this report, CBP indicated it has developed initial measures for the program but will continue to develop and refine these measures to ensure program success.

CBP’s Records Management Practices for C-TPAT Are Inadequate

CBP’s record keeping for the program is incomplete, as key decisions are not always documented and programmatic information is not updated regularly or accurately. Federal regulations require that bureau record-keeping procedures provide documentation to facilitate review by
Congress and other authorized agencies of government. Further, standards for internal control in the federal government require that all transactions be clearly documented in a manner that is complete, accurate, and useful to managers and others involved in evaluating operations.

To get a better understanding of the validation process, we asked CBP to provide us with examples of company files for which validations had been completed. CBP selected six members’ files for us to review for some of the initial validations the bureau conducted. During our review, it was not always clear what aspect of the security profile was being validated and why a particular site was selected at which to conduct the validation because there was not always documentation of the decision-making process. The aspects of the security profiles covered and sites visited did not always appear to be the most relevant. For example, one validation report we reviewed for a major retailer—one that imports the vast majority of its goods from Asia—indicated that the validation team reviewed facilities in Central America. CBP officials noted that it recently revised its validation report format to better capture any justification for report recommendations and best practices identified. CBP then provided us with eight additional member files with more recently completed validation reports. After reviewing the more recent validation reports contained in these files, we noted that there appeared to be a greater discussion related to the rationale for validating specific aspects of the security profiles. However, these files did not consistently contain other documentation of members’ application, certification, vetting, receipt of benefits, or validation. While files contained some of these elements, they were generally not complete. In fact, most files did not usually contain anything beyond copies of the member’s C-TPAT agreement, security profiles, and validation report. When we asked if CBP required its supply chain specialists to document their communications with C-TPAT members, CBP officials told us there has been no requirement that communications be documented. For example, member files we reviewed contained no documentation of communications between CBP and members regarding how the scope of a validation was determined. Recently, supply chain specialists located at CBP headquarters (but not at field offices) have been asked to document all conversations with member companies on a spreadsheet, so that each supply chain specialist will be aware of the outcomes of conversations with member companies.

CBP does not update programmatic information regularly or accurately. In particular, the reliability of CBP’s database to track member status using key dates in the application through validation processes is questionable. The database, which is primarily used for documentation management and
workflow tracking, is not updated on a regular basis. In addition, C-TPAT management told us that earlier data entered into the database may not be accurate, and CBP has taken no systematic look at the reliability of the database. CBP officials also told us that there are no written guidelines for who should enter information into the database or how frequently the database should be updated. We made several requests over a period of weeks to review the contents of the database to analyze workload factors, including the amount of time that each step in the C-TPAT application and review process was taking. The database information that CBP ultimately provided to us was incomplete, as many of the data fields were missing or inaccurate. For example, more than 33 percent of the entries for validation date were incomplete. In addition, data on the status of companies undergoing the validation process was provided in hard copy only and included no date information. CBP officials told us that they are currently exploring other data management systems, working to develop a new, single database that would capture pertinent data, as well as developing a paperless environment for the program.

**Conclusions**

CBP's primary reliance on members' self-reporting about their security procedures to receive C-TPAT benefits places added importance on the validation process, which is CBP's method of verifying the effectiveness, efficiency, and accuracy of the security profile. However, the weaknesses in the validation process we found raise questions about its effectiveness. CBP's validation process, the purpose of which is to ensure that members' security measures are reliable, accurate, and effective, is not rigorous enough to achieve CBP's goals because of the bureau's consideration of the process as a joint, partnership review with the member company. In this vein, without guidelines for what constitutes a validation, CBP cannot be sure that it effectively and consistently verifies a standard set of security measures to ensure some minimally appropriate level of vulnerability reduction, nor can it apply a methodical approach to assessing the security procedures. In addition, CBP has not assessed the extent (in terms of numbers or percentage) to which it must conduct validations to ensure that the C-TPAT program is consistent with its overall approach to managing risk. Also, we found a lack of clear documentation for the validation process. Because of these weaknesses, CBP's ability to provide assurance that the program prevents terrorists and terrorist weapons from entering the United States is limited.

Finally, CBP has not completed corrective actions from our July 2003 report, which were meant to change the management of the program from a short-term focus to a strategic focus. Specifically, CBP has not
completed (1) developing performance measures with which to measure
the program’s success in achieving bureau goals and inform decisions for
process improvement and (2) developing a human capital plan to account
for how the program will recruit, train, and retain staff to achieve program
goals. CBP also does not have a basic records management system to
ensure adequate internal controls to manage the program. Because of
these management weaknesses, CBP will have difficulty effectively
planning, executing, and monitoring the program.

To help CBP achieve C-TPAT objectives and address the challenges
associated with its continued development, we recommend that the
Secretary of Homeland Security direct the Commissioner of U.S. Customs
and Border Protection to take the following five actions:

- strengthen the validation process by providing appropriate guidance to
specialists conducting validations, including what level of review is
adequate to determine whether member security practices are reliable,
accurate, and effective;
- determine the extent (in terms of numbers or percentage) to which
members should be validated in lieu of the original goal to validate all
members within 3 years of certification;
- complete the development of performance measures, to include
outcome-based measures and performance targets, to track the
program’s status in meeting its strategic goals;
- complete a human capital plan that clearly describes how the C-TPAT
program will recruit, train, and retain sufficient staff to successfully
conduct the work of the program, including reviewing security profiles,
vetting, and conducting validations to mitigate program risk; and
- implement a records management system that accurately and timely
documents key decisions and significant operational events, including
a reliable system for (1) documenting and maintaining records of all
decisions in the application through validation processes, including but
not limited to documentation of the objectives, scope, methodologies,
and limitations of validations, and (2) tracking member status.

We provided a draft of this report to the Secretary of DHS for comment. We
received comments from the Commissioner of U.S. Customs and
Border Protection that are reprinted in appendix II. CBP generally agreed
with our recommendations and outlined actions it either had taken or was
planning to take to implement them.
CBP agreed with our two recommendations on validations and said it will readdress the validation process. Specifically, CBP said that it was developing standard operating procedures, guidance, and written baseline criteria for the validation process, as well as an automated validation tool to document validations. CBP also agreed to determine the extent to which C-TPAT members should be validated, stating that it will develop member selection criteria and an automated system to standardize and assist in the selection of companies for validation. If properly implemented, these actions should address the intent of these recommendations.

Our draft report also included a recommendation to complete a formal strategic plan that clearly articulates goals, linkages, and strategies. While our draft report was with DHS for comment, CBP issued its final strategic plan on January 13, 2005. Our brief review of this strategic plan indicates that it appears to address the intent of our recommendation. Therefore, we removed the recommendation from this report. Nevertheless, as CBP further refines its strategic plan in the future, we encourage CBP to include all of the key elements of a strategic plan as described in the Government Performance and Results Act of 1993. Specifically, the formal strategic plan should include a description of performance goals and how they are related to the general goals and objectives of the program, as well as a description of program evaluations, which are useful for identifying key factors likely to affect program performance.

CBP agreed with our recommendation on developing performance measures, and has developed initial measures relating to membership, inspection percentages, and validation effectiveness. CBP has developed new performance measures for use in the FY 2006 Fiscal Year Homeland Security Plan and plans to enlist the help of a contractor to develop other outcome-based performance measures and targets. If properly implemented, these plans should help address the intent of this recommendation.

In addressing our recommendation to complete a human capital plan for the C-TPAT program, CBP told us it is still developing an implementation plan for the program that will include those elements required in a human capital plan. For example, CBP said it has developed new positions, training programs and materials, and a staffing plan. Further, CBP said the C-TPAT program will continue to refine all aspects of its human capital plan to include headquarters personnel, additional training requirements, budget, and future personnel profiles. If the final implementation plan
contains these elements, the plan should address the intent of the recommendation.

CBP agreed with our recommendation on implementing a records management system that accurately and timely documents key decisions and significant operational events. While its comments did not specify the nature or capabilities of a new system, CBP indicated that in the near future, it plans to automate every aspect of the C-TPAT program, both internally and externally. In automating its system, to fully meet the intent of this recommendation, CBP needs to ensure that the system addresses all aspects of C-TPAT operations and that tracking member status is done timely, accurately, and reliably.

Notwithstanding its general agreement with the recommendations, CBP expressed some concerns regarding the report. In its general comments, CBP said that C-TPAT is a voluntary program that is not designed to confirm company compliance with regulatory requirements. Further, CBP said it is very difficult for the U.S. government to regulate supply chain security procedures outside the country. CBP also noted that it is looking to establish more broadly applicable minimum security standards that may build on C-TPAT requirements. Our report clearly notes that the program is of a voluntary nature, designed around security guidelines jointly developed by CBP and the trade community. The cooperation envisioned by the C-TPAT program can build productive relationships and encourage supply chain security. However, in accepting members into the program, CBP still has the responsibility for verifying that security measures planned or claimed by C-TPAT members are properly implemented and effective. This program goes beyond trade facilitation in that it awards benefits that can reduce the scrutiny given cargo containers arriving in the United States. This is not a matter of regulating supply chain security in other countries. Rather, it is a matter of providing a security benefit for containers arriving at our nation’s ports. If CBP does not ensure that this important security-related benefit is deserved, it runs the risk of overlooking potentially dangerous cargo during the inspection process.

CBP also said that the report’s title is misleading, asserting that it creates the improper impression that only the validation process ensures adequate security for containerized cargo and does not place enough emphasis on the certification and vetting processes, as well as omits that C-TPAT cargo is not exempt from advance reporting requirements or enforcement and security inspections, such as random inspections and nonintrusive screening technology. Our report clearly describes the various steps CBP takes in the overall cargo inspection process and how the C-TPAT
program fits into that process. The report also clearly describes the purpose of each process within the C-TPAT program, including the validation process that is to determine whether C-TPAT members’ security procedures are accurate, reliable, and effective. We did modify the report’s title and, where appropriate, the text to better reflect the report’s focus on C-TPAT versus other programs in CBP’s layered enforcement strategy for cargo security. However, any weakness in C-TPAT could weaken CBP’s layered approach. Given that C-TPAT members enjoy benefits that reduce the likelihood of an inspection of their cargo, not having an effective validation process could serve to defeat the purposes of the other enforcement layers.

Finally, CBP noted many benefits achieved under the C-TPAT program, including that thousands of companies working as part of C-TPAT have taken concrete steps to improve their security procedures and that C-TPAT has fostered an expanding international dialogue on best security practices. We agree that actions on the part of program members to shore up supply chain security are valuable and desirable. Again, with the threat of terrorism present in the global supply chain, we believe that verifying that planned improvements are actually implemented and ensuring that security controls are effective are important responsibilities that cannot be achieved only with members self-reporting about their security procedures.

CBP also offered technical comments and clarifications, which we considered and incorporated where appropriate.

As agreed with your offices, unless you publicly announce its contents earlier, we plan no further distribution of this report until 30 days after its issue date. At that time, we will provide copies of this report to appropriate departments and interested congressional committees. We will also make copies available to others upon request. In addition, the report will be available on GAO’s Web site http://www.gao.gov.
If you or your staff have any questions about this report, please contact me at (202) 512-8777 or at stanar@gao.gov. Key contributors to this report are listed in appendix III.

Richard M. Stana
Director, Homeland Security and Justice Issues
Appendix I: Objectives, Scope, and Methodology

Objectives

We addressed the following questions regarding the U.S. Customs and Border Protection’s (CBP, formerly the U.S. Customs Service) Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terrorism (C-TPAT):

- What benefits does CBP provide to C-TPAT members?
- Before providing benefits, what approach does CBP take to determine C-TPAT members’ eligibility for them?
- After providing benefits, how does CBP verify that members have implemented their security measures?
- To what extent has CBP developed strategies and related management tools for achieving the program’s goals?

Scope and Methodology

To address these questions, we visited CBP’s headquarters in Washington, D.C., which manages the C-TPAT program. We interviewed CBP officials and reviewed available data and documentation for the program. We reviewed individual CBP files for a subset of C-TPAT members, including members with responsibilities along various parts of the supply chain. We also reviewed CBP’s database for tracking member status in the program from the program’s inception through July 2004. All records in this database were reviewed. We intended to use these data to select a random set of files to review and to conduct analyses of workloads, but the data were not reliable enough to do so (see below). Given the weaknesses in the files as well as the data reliability issues, our review focused on identifying C-TPAT’s processes. Because of deficiencies in the files and database, we were unable to verify the extent CBP actually follows these processes for individual members. We also obtained the status of the agency’s efforts to implement our prior recommendations for the program, including the completion of a strategic plan, a human capital plan, and performance measures.

We conducted our work from February through December 2004 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards.

Data Reliability

To assess the reliability of CBP’s database for tracking member status in C-TPAT, we (1) reviewed existing documentation related to the data sources, (2) electronically tested the data to identify obvious problems with completeness or accuracy, and (3) interviewed knowledgeable bureau officials about the data. Initial reliability testing of this database and interviews of staff with responsibility for the program led us to conclude that data used to track participant status had some serious reliability weaknesses. We determined that using the data in certain cases, for example, to calculate average times for phases of the membership
process, might have led to an incorrect or misleading message. However, we determined that the data were sufficiently reliable for limited use in descriptions of the program status, such as the approximate numbers of participants, because our analysis and discussions with CBP officials assured us that those data fields were reasonably complete and accurate.
Appendix II: Comments from the Department of Homeland Security

Mr. Richard M. Stana
Director, Homeland Security and Justice
Government Accountability Office
441 G Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Stana:

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the Government Accountability Office (GAO) draft report related to the Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terrorism (C-TPAT) program. U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) and the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) appreciate the work done in this review to identify areas where actions can be taken by CBP to improve the C-TPAT program. Technical comments were provided to GAO under a separate cover; however, there are a few areas of the report that deserve comment.

When C-TPAT was established in response to the attacks of September 11, the intent was to build a partnership to leverage the resources of the private sector so that the limited resources of the government could be focused on inspecting high-risk cargo shipments. Any evaluation of C-TPAT must recognize that it is a voluntary partnership to improve the security of the United States and not a program to confirm importer compliance with a regulatory requirement. The C-TPAT participants voluntarily share with the government details of sensitive corporate security plans and again, voluntarily, agree to allow government representatives access to their facilities to confirm that they are following their own security plans and that these plans meet or exceed C-TPAT supply chain security criteria. DHS believes that to date, thousands of companies working under the auspices of this partnership have taken concrete steps to improve their security procedures, thereby increasing global supply chain security and the security of the United States.

The supply chain that facilitates the shipment of cargo to the United States is global. It is very difficult for our government to regulate the security procedures outside our country. However, C-TPAT importers are willing to use their business leverage over their foreign suppliers throughout the world to require their suppliers to improve security at the beginning of the supply chain.

This free and open communication with industry has allowed Customs and Border Protection to further identify security baseline practices and best practices. This has been a learning experience for all involved, and through this exchange C-TPAT has
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fostered an expanding international dialogue on best security practices. This has created an opportunity for DHS to work internationally to promote supply chain security.

C-TPAT is a partnership program that has benefits for both the government and the industry participants. The title of the draft report, "DHS Grants Importers Reduced Scrutiny with Limited Assurance of Adequate Security", is misleading. The title creates the improper impression that only the validation process assures adequate security for containerized cargo. The report places excessive emphasis on the validation process without adequately reflecting the certification and vetting process within C-TPAT and the other layers of security put in place since the terrorist attacks three years ago. However, as noted below, we believe the shipments of a company which has committed to C-TPAT security levels represent less risk. That lessened risk is taken into account in our risk targeting rules. That said, C-TPAT cargo is not exempt from advance reporting requirements, enforcement and security inspections, random inspections, or non-intrusive screening technology such as radiation portals where we are moving to 100% screening of all in-bound cargo for WMD threats. The DHS cargo security strategy clearly identifies the screening of all containers for WMD's as its highest priority.

The discussion of the benefits of C-TPAT, including the section "C-TPAT Benefits Designed to Reduce Scrutiny of Shipments" would be more accurate if it reflected that the benefits of the program were designed to create incentives for industry to improve supply chain security. Eligibility for the Importer Self-Assessment Program (ISA) for example, is included as a benefit that reduces the level of scrutiny.

Further, CBP, in the context of the DHS cargo security strategy, is looking to establish more broadly applicable minimum security standards that may in some cases build on C-TPAT requirements. For example, CBP is currently working on a proposed regulatory standard that would require 100 percent of all loaded in-bound maritime containers to be outfitted with a high-security seal that would be verified before the cargo is loaded at the foreign port. The C-TPAT program currently includes guidelines for high security seals that meet or exceed this regulatory requirement. The movement of a C-TPAT guideline to a more broadly regulated minimum standard is another way to transition industry towards a stricter security framework.

Finally, C-TPAT is part of our overall risk management approach. C-TPAT helps identify the importers that take security seriously. This information is factored into the risk assessment and lower risk cargo receives less scrutiny. That is how risk management works. The resources used to validate that low risk importers are truly low risk must be reasonable when balanced against the greater threat presented by higher risk cargo. That is not to say that the C-TPAT program cannot be improved. On the contrary, DHS concurs with the final recommendations in the report.

As part of their corrective action plan, CBP will readdress the validation process, including establishing policies and procedures related to the extent to which C-TPAT
members are validated. Actions that CBP plans to take regarding specific recommendations are below:

Recommendation 1: Strengthen the validation process by providing appropriate guidance to specialists conducting validations, including what level of review is adequate to determine whether member security practices are reliable, accurate, and effective.

Response: CBP has provided all Supply Chain Specialists (SCS) with a comprehensive training program developed by CBP’s Office of Training and Development. SCS training includes specific instruction on validation scope and methodology, conducting pre-validation research, supply chain identification/selection, and report writing. CBP is developing Standard Operating Procedures and directives to provide further clarification and guidance for all SCS personnel conducting validations. This will include the need for appropriate documentation of the validation process. CBP will also develop an automated validation tool for SCS.

Recognizing that no two international supply chains or validations are exactly the same, and that C-TPAT must remain flexible to meet the complex challenges of international trade, CBP will develop written baseline criteria for assisting the SCS in determining if member’s security practices and processes are adequate and effective.

Recommendation 2: Determine the extent (in terms of numbers or percentage) to which members should be validated in lieu of the original goal to validate all members within three years of certification.

Response: Overwhelming response by the trade community forced CBP to reconsider its original goal to validate all certified members within a three-year period. Selection for validations were initially based upon risk management principles, i.e., strategic threat geographically, import volume/value, security related incidents, history of compliance/violations, etc. CBP will further refine the risk management process and develop member selection methodology/criteria and an automated system to standardize and assist in the selection process. C-TPAT will determine and prioritize which sectors of membership will be selected for validations, select individual companies based upon a standardized risk assessment, and identify “company specific” high-risk supply chains to better focus our efforts and resources. The resource needs to support this approach will be reflected in the human capital plan.

Recommendation 3: Complete a formal strategic plan that clearly articulates the goals of the C-TPAT program, their relationship to broader CBP goals, and strategies for achieving them.

Response: As part of its ongoing industry outreach effort, C-TPAT has developed a strategic plan that was shared with the public during CBP’s Trade Symposium on January 13 and 14, 2005 and is attached to this response. CBP is continuing its efforts to strategically strengthen C-TPAT and is working with the Department of Homeland Security to draft an implementation plan for the program. This implementation plan will
build on the public dialogue associated with the strategic plan and specifically focus on developing performance metrics to adequately assess security and trade facilitation aspects, human resource requirements and a plan for transitioning C-TPAT requirements to minimum baseline standards (as may be appropriate), consistent with GAO’s recommendations.”

**Recommendation 4:** Complete the development of performance measures, to include outcome-based measures and performance targets, to track the program’s status in meeting its strategic goals.

**Response:** C-TPAT has developed initial measures to determine the scope of the program (i.e., membership), measures to gauge the realization of benefits by certified members (i.e., inspection percentages), and measures to gauge the effectiveness of validations. C-TPAT has refined its measures in coordination with the Department. New measures have been developed for use in the FY 2006 Fiscal Year Homeland Security Plan. They include: compliance rate for C-TPAT members with the established C-TPAT security guidelines, C-TPAT validation labor efficiency rate, average CBP exam reduction ratio for C-TPAT member importers compared to non-C-TPAT importers, and time savings to process U.S./Mexico Border FAST lane transactions. In addition, CBP will be identifying a contractor to assist with the development of outcome-based measures and performance targets for the C-TPAT program. CBP will continue to develop and refine these and other measures as may be required to ensure program success.

**Recommendation 5:** Complete a formal human capital plan that clearly describes how the C-TPAT program will recruit, train, and retain sufficient staff to successfully conduct the work of the program, including reviewing security profiles, vetting, and conducting validations to mitigate program risk.

**Response:** To date, C-TPAT has developed the new SCS position, developed an official 2 week training program, developed a formalized SCS training manual, conducted two rounds of SCS selections, conducted two formal training programs, established four C-TPAT field offices, and developed a future continuing education program for C-TPAT personnel. In addition, CBP produced a detailed SCS staffing plan which analyzed current SCS workload, annual program growth rate, actual duties being performed by SCS, time to complete average validation, and the number of validations an SCS can complete in 1 year. C-TPAT will continue to refine all aspects of the human capital plan to include Headquarters personnel, additional training requirements, budget, and future personnel profiles.

**Recommendation 6:** Implement a records management system that accurately and timely documents key decisions and significant operational events, including a reliable system for (1) documenting and maintaining records of all decisions in the application through validation processes, including but not limited to documentation of the objectives, scope, methodologies, and limitation of validations, and (2) tracking member status.
Response: CBP’s goal is to automate every aspect of the C-TPAT program, both internally and externally. In the near future, only electronic submissions will be accepted by C-TPAT. Trade partners will submit information through a web application. The information will be processed against internal risk criteria and accepted or denied immediately. Responses generated and validation time frames established. Internally, information will be easily stored, reports generated and risk analysis conducted. Externally, response times will decrease and more information will be readily available.

Thank you for the opportunity to review and provide comments to the draft report. Our expectation is that this report will be handled appropriately as a "Limited Official Use Only" document due to the sensitivity of the information contained in the report.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Robert C. Bonner
Commissioner
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